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	Good-bye 2000 represents the an imaginary personr's traject in a strange and contradictory world that it is ours during the crossing of the second with the third millenium of the Christian era, intending to be a reflection on the small fraction of the infinite in which is we given the illusion of existing. Its history is a little the history of all us, that ran many times without to know where ahead of one time that escapes us. 

















	
























I still today remember with some inquietude the moment in that I hurried outside of an aberrant dream, I don't know where located among the indefinite border that separates the eternal of the emptiness. It was, however, of the return of that that happily had not passed of a virtual trip to a model of universe servant to serve a foolish experience.
	It came from a strange position... for more turns than of that to my thought, nothing there  seemed had any sense. Everything that was said logical it was son of the impossible, and what was affirmed  theoretically correct it demonstrated to be insustained for the practice. It believed to be dived in the absurdity then, to do part of the anything, to be a piece of a world that the reason denied. It was the most incredible situation of among all the ones that, actually, they never happen, therefore same today I don't get to shimmer some connection there in what it seemed to happen. 
	Its outcome was also strange and abrupt, finishing inexplicably as that of sudden gobbled by an immense black hole that resembled to transform in anything for to proceed, little by little, to allow to return to me my spirit, in a pleasant sensation of I alleviate when everything became again family.
 	I only then coulded me understand that what had happened me it had not passed after all of a nightmare...
	...At the end , the trip, the experience that voluntarily acceded to do and in whose course believed firmly to be the character of that that didn't pass of a scenery for others imagined.
	Leaving in search of new horizons, a group that I was part he/she decided to create a world totally in a dimension different from ours. It went even so necessary somebody for knowing, being integrated in him and me, taking advantage of what it would be an only opportunity perhaps, I offered for doing... 	
	...How I was sorry!
	I intend then to tell you the afflicted course than it constituted my trip to that world that, in fact, it could never exist... 
	After we unite the power of our minds I made sleepy and I was transported for a strange place.
	In the beginning it was everything a little confused, indefinite: it distinguished a light that obscured my limited one I just contact with the exterior...
	Little by little, the light went winning form and I coulded not aperceber-me finally of some strangers illustrations that seemed to observe me. I had never seen anything equal, but the way as they looked me  inspired me trust and comfort, for the that I went habituating me the to its presence.
	In spite of still something inebriated and defenseless, it felt the need to apprehend the basic knowledge to locate then in the small world that was accompanied.
	Thus, progressively, I went taking conscience of new colors, sounds, objects and sensations, which went beginning my integration in that Universe in that a group of routines cycliced repeated . 
	Light periods alternated with periods of darkness, made a mistaking. During these periods it went feeling in me one without number of needs, which took me to develop attitudes that you be they that surrounded me and they were protected they made an effort for becoming trained. 
	This succession of routines went running and, I don't know well when, for my surprise, apercebi-me that it was a smaller plenty version, of those you be with which it lived together and that seemed to have me to its position.
	These patiently made an effort for doing me to learn its language, based on some brave sounds that produced for an appendix the one that they called mouth, that, surprisingly also it was used in the feeding process.
	After several attempts I was already also capable of communicating with them through some basic sounds with that tried to express my feelings, fears and lacks.
	As the days and the nights went giving place each other alternately, the half that was accompanied it went being shown more and more family and it was every larger time my integration in that new world, as if in him it had always existed.
	Parallelly, the perception of the I also went growing, confronting my individuality with the other " ones similar to me " that you/they lived together with me.
	...Family!
	...That was the concept, without a doubt, that earlier marked me in this trip...
	...Family: people's that constituted a connection link to a past that was only presented by stopped illustrations in a colored paper to several tones of grizzly group.
	...Strange...
	...Somene tel us those people's histories, as if they had really existed had really existed,... but never .... they were never present...
	The family was also the nucleus that protected me, she gave me shelter, she got dressed, she fed and that guided my walk with view changing in an of those larger individuals the than they called adults.
	The family represented the liaison, the umbilical cord that linked to everything that had preceded me and justified the scenery where elapsed what seemed to exist to my side.
	The family was in the fund the bridge among the present, the past and the future placing me in an indefinite point of the infinite.
	Values!
	Values, a group of rules that drove our behavior, our attitudes, our interactions way with everything that surrounded us.
	Early I understand that the values diverged in two great groups, in two senses diametrically opposed, tending to govern our posture before the life and the form as we would link with the others in running of the days in that would be we given to inhabit this strange world.
	On a side there were one that they were dictated by the adults, which integrated a stairway whose first step began exactly in the family, but that continued in several entities that I didn't notice well. They had its own repression means, that could go from screams to the most violent impact of the hands, against our body, to some lowering illustrations to who called police...
	Coexistent with that, it was presented me another group of values more subjectif and it agrees in having presupposed impossible of proving for non existence of material support, pretensamente dictations for a to be superior denominated God, master and essence of the Universe, which were administered by a structure denominated Church.
	They offered the key to understand the abrupt beginning of our history, as well as its inevitable end. We didn't pass after all of an unfinished work of God, that, in certain moment of the infinite, He had decided to create and for which had not still reserved a destiny to give in the remaining fracção of that same infinite, I destine that that would depend on our behavior...
	...So, if we wanted to be happy to the end of the times that  would not end , we should be " good "...
	...So, to execute the rules determined by the Church.
	Contrary ...we would be condemned to burn in an eternal fire, that it was feared, but nobody didn't see him...
	...Frighten who believed!...
	...The others made an effort for enjoying what could take advantage of of its brief passage for the history.
	To discover!
	Oscillating among the limits marked by the values that  degladiate themselves for to  affirm as guides of our walk for the third son of the sun, oscillating among what wanted and what could do, it left to the discovery of this world that so many challenges placed me. The exploration of the borders that surrounded me revealed me little by little the secrets of that local where had been thrown to the life, secrets those that went being deciphered through a course slow but continuous denominated learning.
	The family constituted the first and smaller nucleus of everything that was accompanied, becoming my first source of knowing. The family went getting ready to win autonomy progressively becoming capable to face the seemingly inoffensive tissue of humans that  cohabited the planet of the blue skies with me.
	Humans!
	It seems that those are denominated humans, with the ones which now identified, they represented the final stadium of the evolution of a group of other you be primitive and inferior, the animals, differing of these for heaven's sake having endowed with that the one that stipulated to call soul. Later I realised that this explanation didn't gather the consent of all the ones that they were considered as wise persons and intellectuals, and the said humans would not be after all like this so different from its other more distant cousins, I dictate them animals... This antagonism of certainties for me was incomprehensible and he/she left me a little confused, because it ended for not getting to know exactly that were after all the humans...
	School!
	Starting from certain height, you be they that constituted my family and that it already identified as father, mother, grandparents, siblings, understood that the learning process should continue in an institution maid for the effect, denominated school. There they met other small ones you be like me, which shared a room with an older entity, to who we called teacher, that had to its position the difficult task of preparing our formation, which would be prolonged to the adult age.file_0.wmf


	The first stage of our formation consisted of learning a group of characterses, the letters, that would create words after having contained following predefined standards , units on which the base of our communication was constituted.
	As the days went elapsing the number of words deciphered starting from piled of those minuscule symbols it went increasing progressively, becoming possible to extract meanings of groups of letters that came as that appeared of the anything in most of the existent objects around me.
	Books!
	Usually printed in thin white rectangles , letters, words, communicated with me, trying to conquer me with facts that didn't see, but that even without seeing, I saw them as if they were inside alive of the universe that was my mind.
	Council, experiences, adventures, everything arrived until me, through those magic leaves that it absorbed fastly, always awaiting the more than it could be hidden in those paper pieces.
	The books taught me, they spoke to me, they brought until me the its authors' alive thought...
	The books kept the moments that the time left forgotten and that the memory no longer  could remind...
	The books surpassed generations, centuries, transporting gets the present of the ones that they were retained in the past...
	...Known a lot, the books...
	...And only taught us when we wanted to learn!
	Friends!
	The need of we do not alone the crossing of the life, took us to choose those that closer they would be of us, those that must have as friends. Although I already had before them, it went even so after to entrance for the school that that concept won a larger dimension.
	Of among the group of small be, children, that lived together with me, some there were that they inspired me more trust, with the ones which more I identified, they were I more family, to the which I opened the door and it allowed the entrance through the border of my personal world.
	Accomplices, solidary, allies, we left to the conquest of the universe that some times were bent on us, other times it astonished us with its omnipotence.
	We shared the dreams, we changed experiences, we idealized to face together the life, to dominate her and the world that one day would be ours to expire!...
	Good ...Era to have friends with who to play!
	Time!
	The succession of nights and days that cyclicly was alternated, building weeks, months, stations, completing turns that again  re-did inreasing years, witness of my growth, it woke up me for a reality call time.
	Measured in clocks, calendars, what would the time really be? 
	...The world had four dimensions now, three of the which I seemed to understand...
	...But, after all, what would the time really be?
	I didn't get to understand that thing that constantly fled me of the hands, running for I don't know where, always to my front and that it never let to seize...
	Being infinite, when had it begun the time?...
	...And when the end of the times would be?
	How could he/she have beginning and end a thing that didn't have nor beginning nor end?
	...Realy it was for me a mystery, the time!
	Life!
	Suddenly I felt a traveler, a pilgrim. I looked at back and I saw, I didn't see, I noticed the beginning, the starting point of my trip. 	Teeny, it had been thrown for this I find strange universe from my mother's womb, on the form of a minuscule baby. I continued the trip, I went growing and I arrived even there. It was foreseen that continued me to develop, until arriving to be an adult...
	My ...Como parents!
	I would also find somebody with who would begin a new generation...
	...Origining  new bebés, that would continue the cycle.
	And me?
	Yes, and me?
	What would I happen then to proceed?
	...
 	Death!
	No longer I remember well of when it was I presented.
	I only remember that, I don't know as well as, graves, urns and crosses remembered to do a visit to my subconscious one.
	Perhaps have been in an of those dark and endless nights with that it ended the day, in that the nightmares rounded my bed not letting to fall asleep...
	...Maybe it has been in any tragic day in that the life amputated me some dear entity, some friend, somebody...
	The right is that began me to question on what it would happen me at the end of my trip for the world of the alive ones.
	Well, it would probably go to the Sky, that was where God lived...
	...Yes, I think I deserved!
	...Well, sometimes made some not well done things...
	...Not always prayed...
	...And some sins I also went doing...
	...Well...
	...If to suit it did be a sinful mouthful...
	...But was a child...
	...And God, certainly would forgive me!
	...Yes, after the death would live eternally! For ever!...
	...Until when?
	Eternity!
	But after all the one what is the eternity? I knew when he/she had been born... 
	...My God... 
	 ...When would have Him born?
	It existed from always, they said...
	And me? How could I not  have end? How would it can me never to end?
	How would it can me to exist for ever?...
	...For ever...
	...For ever...
	...Ever...
	...Ever...
	...Ever...
	Convict the never, never, never to have end....
	...Never to have end....
	...Never to have end...
	....
	...
	...
	My brain had entered in disarray. I met squashed before an enigma that gobbled me, it tormented me, it strangled me...
	...Well...
	...Maybe the death...
	...No...
	...Also not...
	...That would'nt be the solution...
	Apercebia-me now of the bomb clock that had placed inside of my skull...
	...More late or earlier it would explode...
	...I just didn't know when...
	...But of a thing  I was  sure...
	...At each turn of the clock that moment would be closer...
	 ...Waiting me!
	It would be attentive starting from then!
	However, it was still very small, and that day would be very far concerteza...
	 There was not great need to worry for while...
	...Maybe

